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24/7 PACQUIAO/MARQUEZ 4 :NOV. 24 EPISODE

Episode #2

Debut: SATURDAY, NOV. 24 (12:15-12:45 a.m. ET/PT)

Other HBO playdates: Nov. 25 (10:45 a.m., 3:30 a.m.), 26 (11:45 p.m.), 27 (noon, 9:30 p.m.),
28 (5:45 p.m., 2:45 a.m.), 29 (11:55 p.m.) and 30 (6:30 p.m.), and Dec. 1 (10:15 a.m.), 7 (7:00
p.m.) and 8 (9:30 a.m.)

HBO2 playdates: Nov 25 (11:50 p.m.) and 28 (9:00 p.m.), and Dec. 7 (midnight) and 8 (7:00
p.m.)

HBO On Demand ® availability begins: Nov. 27

HBO cameras chronicle the unpredictable lifestyle of Manny and Jinkee Pacquaio in the
Philippines and reconnect with Juan Manuel Marquez and his tight-knit family in Mexico City.
The premiere of episode #2 airs immediately following an HBO World Championship Boxing
doubleheader presentation.
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Episode three of 24/7 PACQUIAO/MARQUEZ 4 debuts Saturday, Dec. 1 (9:30-10:00 p.m.),
while the finale debuts Friday, Dec. 7 (8:00-8:30 p.m.), the night before the high-stakes
welterweight bout. All episodes will have multiple replay dates on HBO, and the series is also
available on HBO On Demand and HBO GO ® .

“Pacquiao vs. Marquez 4” takes place at the MGM Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas on
Saturday, Dec. 8 at 9:00 p.m. (ET)/6:00 p.m. (PT), and will be produced and distributed live by
HBO Pay-Per-View ® .

The executive producer of 24/7 PACQUIAO/MARQUEZ 4 is Rick Bernstein; senior producer,
Dave Harmon; coordinating producer, Bentley Weiner; producer, Gabe Spitzer; writer, Aaron
Cohen. Liev Schreiber narrates.

Comment on this article
Radam G says:
More humbuggery bull$hitology occultation for ______________ and dey momma and her
spoiled-@ss puppy Sue Ho. Hehe! Why doesn't HBO report something legit like all the PEDs
and roids that trainer Demonyo Hades -- I mean Angel Heredia -- has been feeding Crybaby
Marquez?
Marquez's arse look like a too-short brown-@$$ incredible HULK! Nobody and his big-belly
daddy have to wonder where JMM got that quick-time bulk. OMFG! He is even knocking down
and out his sparringmates. Rumors are that the bytchy crybaby is even popping speed bags
and ripping punching holes through the heavybags and knocking out the stuffing. YUP, RIGHT!
I know that HBO has had the audacity to show JMM popping speed bags in previous showings
of HBO 24/7, but shame on that ___ ___ __ if it shows him punching holes straight-up through
heavy bags.
C'mon, HBO! Stay real! OOPS! I musta fo'got! It is too late for that.
Happy turkey day to all! Holla!
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